Villathene (Vedathene DUO)
The Product

Villathene is a special membrane for waterproofing, consists of a tear resistant and
elastic HD-polyethylen carrier, lower side equipped with a polymer modified and self
adhesive SBS bitumen mass. Production processing and factory control are certified
according to EN ISO 9001.

Product benefits

„ economical application due to 15 mm roll length
„ easy to apply
„ immediately rainproof after application

Field of Application

Villathene will be used as waterproofing layer at areas not exposed to UV-light like
cellar walls outside, foundations, balconies - but not on balconies and terraces with
living rooms underneath or wet cells at flats.

Application Method

Villathene will be fixed with 8 cm seam and head overlaps by removing the seperation
film underneath and pressed to the Villas Emulbit Elastic primed substructure (In case
of frost danger use Villas Pormex Elastic primer). At T-joints the corner of the underlayer has to be cut off at an angle of ~45°. The overlap step should be filled
with Villaplast. Press down seams and joints with a hard rubber roller. Upper
membrane endings have to be fixed mechanically with Villafix clamping rail and
Villaplast on top of rail against water infiltration.
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Additional characteristics
Thickness of vapour diffusion-equivalent air layer

Demand
DIN 18195-2
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[m]

45

sd = µ x s
Above figures are nominal figures, depending on statistic fluctuations. Technical modifications reserved. It is responsible to
the user to check the suitability of the product in case of application and to make sure to be in possession of final release
of the data sheet.
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Storage

Villathene has to be stored vertically and protected against moisture and extreme heat.
Before application in cold season, store at least 12 hours free from frost!
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